
Highway Tuneage
Our two day Chicagoland adventure began yesterday around 1PM
when Mare and I hopped onto the ‘pike and headed west.  It was
amazing to me how fast we flew there.  We arrived at our hotel
around 3PM (according to my chauffeur’s cell phone time… she
did not realize that her device automatically accounted for
the change in time zones).

Our journey was seemingly made even more quickly with our
listening variety.  I brought along my Carousel Score.  Mary I
believe said that she played the part of Cousin Nettie Flower
in a production of one of my favorite musicals back in the
early part of the decade.  REALLY!  WHERE WAS I when they
staged it?!  Then, we popped in some Josh Groban and by that
time we were very close.  So…. we let “Vera” guide us the rest
of the way.  Little to no traffic. Surprisingly, very little
construction on our side of the highway.  A very fun, easy
trip.

Coming back, Megan joined us on the return trip.  We made a
slight detour to South Bend and took a drive-by tour of the
perimeter of Notre Dame.  Since it was rather rainy and a home
football game, a more close up tour was out of the question. 
We did get a glimpse of the golden dome and Touchdown Jesus. 
Very fun!

One of the most interesting music selections in Mare’s catalog
was a CD of Beatles hits recorded by some interesting actors. 
Imagine Robin Williams and Jim Carey giving voice to “Come
Together” and “I am the Walrus”.  There were lots of very
interesting  Beatles  classics  including  a  strangely  bluesy
rendition of “Hard Day’s Night” by an even more interesting
actress choice who none of us could figure out was Goldie
Hawn.  But no recording of the classic William Shatner take on
“Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.” A very fun if at times a bit
strange tribute.

https://www.tangents.org/music/highway-tuneage/
https://www.amazon.com/My-Life-George-Martin/dp/B00000DFE9/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=music&qid=1256416795&sr=8-1


All in all, a very fun trip on the road.  Stay tuned for my
take on the big fun in the city.

The final selection on the Beatles tribute was by the best
Bond that seemed a bit odd because he stated his dislike of
the Fab Four in Goldfinger.


